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Saying Goodbye & Hello
My Journey Continues

by Tori Wright-Elliott

It was January of 2021 and I was sitting in my bathtub in our

East Church condo... crying.

I'm sure you can relate, 2020 was a tough year, a year no one

saw coming, especially me. In January of 2020 I left my

"dream" career at the Health Department after five years

because it had turned into my nightmare.

I was burnt out and anxious. I had found myself in urgent care

several times with illnesses that couldn't be explained, other

than the doctors asking questions like " are you feeling

stressed?".

See, I had dedicated my entire life and career to helping

people. If you didn't know me then, I was a program manager

for an Adult Recovery program for people struggling with drug

and alcohol addiction.
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I have always been a hard worker. 

Growing up, most of my childhood was spent at

basketball and volleyball practices on weeknights

and traveling on weekends for tournaments. I had

coaches and parents who expected greatness and

losing never felt like much of an option. 

Growing up in a competitive sports environment

comes with the weight of expectations. 

When you think of professional athletes, you

probably think of words like resilient, disciplined,

motivated, competitive, persistent, and passionate.

Now, imagine applying all those words and

expectations on a 10 year old.

That was me. 

I have always dealt with pressure well. When my

volleyball team would win a coin flip, we would

choose to serve instead of receive. Not often, do you

see that choice made, we wanted to attack

immediately. I always served first, I could handle the

pressure. 

On my basketball team, I was the inbounder. You

have five seconds to make a decision. You have to

see the entire court, work through all the scenarios.

Be patient enough to let the play run its course and

wise enough to know what to do when it’s not

working. I could make those choices under pressure. 

My ability to work under pressure and stay calm
in the face of chaos has served me well
throughout my life. 

My high school volleyball team went on to win the

first women's state championship for Musselman

High School. I went on to play Division II volleyball

for Alderson Broaddus University, in my home state

of West Virginia. 

At Alderson Broaddus University, I studied

psychology. I chose this pathway because I was

mostly looking for answers. I grew up in a family,

where mental health issues were present but I did

not understand them. I deeply wanted to

understand what was happening around me. 

I have found most people enter the field for this

reason. A need for understanding, hoping they can

break the cycle within their own family and help

others to do the same. 

As I was finishing college, at the age of 21, my mom

passed away after a five year battle with breast

cancer. 

On top of the pressure to perform athletically and

academically, I had been dealing with the stress that

comes with a cancer diagnosis. I grew up quickly over

the years. 

When I graduated college, I returned home to take

care of my fifteen year old sister and entered the

workforce instead of getting my masters degree. That

hard working, driven, passionate, individual was still

there just buried in grief now. 

I told myself, somehow, without a master’s
degree, I’ll work my way up. 

I did just that, I poured my heart and soul into my

work. Within three years I became the manager of the

case management team. Then the manager of the

recovery center, finally landing at the head of all the

Recovery programming at the Health Department.

See, a lot of my self-worth was wrapped up in my

successes. If I was unsuccessful, that meant failure

and just like in sports, that just wasn’t an option.

Though, I didn’t climb the ladder quickly just
because I worked hard. I also loved hard and
cared hard for every person who walked through
my door. 

My most prized attribute, over athletics and

academics, is being a good listener. People sit down

with me, and before they know it, they are sharing

hard things. Things they don’t share with other

people.

I have a strong sense of empathy and value the

connection I make with others deeply. Each person’s

path is unique and I have always felt I could see the

good in every person. My goal was to help them see

that as well. 

Loving and caring for people who struggle with

mental illness and substance abuse, though

important, is hard. It can take its own toll on a person.

I had spent my entire childhood doing it, then made

it my profession. 
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From calls from clients contemplating suicide,

breaking up fights, medical emergencies,

incarcerations, overdoses, hospitalizations and

deaths. I was still great at working under pressure, I

made many 911 calls and performed crisis

management. The stakes had just gotten a lot

higher. 

I held on for all the little wins that felt huge. The

sobriety anniversaries, treatment graduations,

reconnecting families, gaining meaningful

employment... etc.

It was all worth it for these moments.

But the wins were beginning to feel far and few

inbetween the losses. A loss wasn’t just a game

now, it was a life. I was becoming burnt out,

anxious, and sad. I had spent so much time helping

others that I hadn’t spent all that much time

helping myself. 

I had addressed a lot of areas in my life that I felt

like I needed to. Went to therapy to deal with my

mothers death, started working out again, eating

healthy, and losing weight. Why was I still feeling so

bad? Ultimately, I decided that it was because of

my work and I was right. 

So, the helper had to help themself. 

I decided to leave my career behind, it was time to

say goodbye. 

I had been attending a gym called I Love

Kickboxing at the time. I loved it! The people, the

workout. All of it.

There's something about punching and kicking a

bag with all the force you have that is really

gratifying.

I wanted a reset. A job without the stressors of life

and death circumstances.

After a class I approached the manager and asked if

they needed another instructor, he said they did

and the rest is history!

I've been teaching at, now, Kickhouse ever since.

In February of 2020 I taught my first class and in

March of 2020 we got shut down due to covid.

Not a great time to leave that five year stable career

with state benefits, huh? Looking back, I don't regret

my decision. How could I have known about a

global pandemic.

Kickhouse reopened in May, first virtually and then

in the studio in July. I spent an entire year with my

friends and fit family doing what I loved, Kickboxing.

If those studio walls could talk they would tell of

times of laughter and friendship. Like full on belly

laughter with tears, being hardly able to speak and

friendships that go beyond those four walls.

I got to reconnect with a part of myself I had lost. A

lighter side, a younger side, a side without so much

worry or grief.

If you're reading from Kickhouse and #ToriTuesday I

just want to say thank you. You were a part of that

and I am forever grateful.

Now, back to the bathtub in January of 2021.
Why was I crying?

You don't go from an entry level job to as high as

you can climb all before you turn 30 because you

don't have goals or dreams.

My kickboxing sabbatical was never meant to span

so long and 30 was just around the corner.

The problem was, I had no idea what I was

supposed to do next.
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Before the pandemic, I had hopes of selling my

family home with my husband, Neil, and moving to

Philadelphia. Being from the UK, he was used to

living in more populated areas and  the city life has

always called to me.

We had even met with realtors.

Obviously, when the pandemic came and both our

jobs were shut down, we decided it wasn't the time

to sell or move to a city.

But in January of 2021, things felt like they were

changing. I sat in that bathtub, tears in my eyes,

and told myself I will find my way this year. Create

a new path.

In March of 2021 we reconnected with a realtor

(not at Impact) and sold our East Church condo

with the tub.

In May we moved into our home in Downtown
Frederick where we decided to plant our roots.

The experience with our realtor? Not great.

Between low appraisals and zoning problems our

transactions were a mess. It was incredibly stressful. 

Somehow we ended up doing most of the work to

get our properties over the finish line. I thought,

surely this can't be right?

Neil was scrolling on Facebook and showed me a

post from Eric Verdi. The other realtor we met

before the pandemic. He was looking for a new

agent, someone that could help him as well as

train to be an independent agent. I 'm not the type

to text a stranger about a Facebook post. But that

day I did.

Real estate is something I have always had an
interest in.

Neil and I had invested in a rental property back in

2018. We learned A LOT so I had a little experience.

I was also going through a sh*t show of a real estate

transaction at the time. I wanted to learn more,

surely I could prevent others from going through

what I was.

My guilty pleasure is watching Million Dollar Listing

on Bravo and scrolling Zillow for hours afterward

looking at NYC properties I can't afford.

Plus I love architecture, interior decorating, and just

seeing how people live.

People's homes are fascinating. Maybe it's my

background in psychology but you can learn a lot

about someone by just taking a tour of their home.

Within minutes of texting Eric, I had an interview.

I thought back to January 2021, in that bathtub,

with tears in my eyes.

It was time to say Hello.

The past seven months with Impact Maryland Real

Estate have been a whirlwind! I began studying for

my license in May and passed my test in June. As

soon as my license was in hand, I was off showing

houses, writing offers, attending inspections, and

learning the business. 

Alongside my mentors, Eric, Stacy, and Suemart, I

have been a part of over sixty real estate

transactions, both on the buyers and sellers side. 

I've negotiated deals of my own, even securing
seller’s help with closing costs for two of my
clients! That’s virtually unheard of in this
market. 

Of course, there is still pressure. I’ve had a lot of

“wins” since beginning my journey into real estate,

but with wins, come losses. 

My story is still evolving and I'm excited for the

future! I hope to add helping YOU to that journey. 
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Local Love
Good Eats. Places to See. Things to do. 

What is Local Love? My monthly round up of recommendations for good eats, places to

visit and things to do. All within driving distance in the DMV. 

Gambrill Mountain Food Co. 
6 S. Bentz St, Frederick, MD 

Looking for a new brunch spot? Or maybe a

nice date night?  Look no further! Head straight

over to Gambrill Mountain Food Co. Their

menu from top to bottom is a must try. My

personal favorites include the 

Bahn Mi & Truffle Cheese Fries.

Sailing Through the Winter Solstice  
Carroll Creak Linear Park, Frederick, MD 

My favorite Downtown Frederick Event! Sailing

Through the Winter Solstice is back and better

than ever! Take a stroll down Carroll Creek and

take in the magic. 25 beautiful sail boats,

representing local Frederick charities. Fun for

the whole family & free! 

ARTECHOUSE DC
1238 Maryland Ave SW, Washington, DC

The intersection of art, science, and technology.

Immerse yourself in a whole new experience

that is ARTECHOUSE DC. A new installment

called Impermanent Painting begins Jan 17 -

March 6. Experience an immersive journey into

artistic process, inspired by music and

traditional painting techniques.
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Whatcha Don't Know

Pulling into the garage I could see something was

not normal. It was not as bright as usual. I get out
and look at the headlights and notice that the
passenger headlight was out. It worked when the
high beams were on, but not the normal headlight.

Letting this go for a week and ‘hoping’ that it would

just magically fix itself and I wouldn’t have to deal
with it. 

Well, you know what they say, “Hope is NOT a Plan!”

With EVERYTHING in life, I go into a risk/reward and
Plan B and C. This is what happens in real estate
EVERY day. There is chess, not checkers being
played, and you need to know what happens when

Plan A fails. When an inspection goes sideways. Or

when a lender messes up.

Back to the headlight. The easy fix would cost
about $250 to send to a mechanic to change the
light bulb. OR try and fix it myself. 

Going to YouTube University and typing in, “Change
headlight in Nissan [xxxxxx]” provides a quick 3-
minute video. NOTHING like I expected. I thought
you’d pop the hood and fiddle around to change
the bulb in there. NOPE you go in through the
wheel well and work up from the bottom.

Thinking to myself, “Self, ok what is the worst thing
that can happen. I can’t figure it out and I spend 30
minutes trying to change the headlight and then I
have to go to the mechanic if things go sideways

and gotta spend $250. Or I do it myself and it cost
me about $17 for a new headlight… It’s not like I’m
trying to change a carburetor. Even if I mess up, I
can’t mess up my car that bad.” 

I have a Plan A and Plan B in place, just in case I
can’t fix it myself. 

So, I figure – easy enough – and off to AutoZone to
get a headlight. But knowing what I think I know, I
will get there, and their will be 97 choices for
headlights, I decide to get the lightbulb out first to
take with me as I need to make sure to get the right
one.

Head to AutoZone get the bulb and head back to
finish the job. An hour after I started the job, I was

able to pop the new bulb back in and put the
wheel well back together. 

DONE!!! A lil Youtube University, some elbow grease,
and $17 it was fixed. Life is about weighing the
risk/rewards. Best case I fix it for $17. Worst case – I

won’t mess up the car any worse than it is – is that I

don’t fix it and it ends up costing $250. 

We play chess EVERY day. EVERY transaction.

Recently we had a buyer that had their own lender.

All was good. All was smooth. Appraisal good.

Everything ready to go to settlement. A day before

we are supposed to go to settlement the lender

calls me panicking. The underwriter found

something he didn’t like, and they had been

working the last 2 days to get a resolution and were

calling me to fill me in. We were going to give it one

more try before pulling the plug. 

Immediately call the listing agent to inform him of

the possible issue and what we are doing to resolve.

The transaction on life-support – LITERALLY. The

buyer, our client, desperately wanting this house.

Furniture scheduled for delivery. Movers lined up.

Cleaners ready to come in. Ready to paint and we

get a snag at the 11th hour. I call one of our go to

lenders, Mike, and give him the scenario – putting

plan D into action. Plan B and C were work arounds

with current lender. 

He says, “Slam Dunk. We just have to do X, Y, Z and

change this… and we’ll get in done in 3 weeks.” 

The next day, the current lender calls and the

underwriter won’t bend. 

We immediately let the listing agent know the

scenario and he let the seller decide to give us

another couple weeks to get to settlement after the

listing agent talked to Mike. 

And within 17 days (less than 2 weeks later) we end

up going to settlement. Our TEAM saved the day!!!

Every decision out of the 1,000 that go into a real

estate transaction has to have a risk/reward factor

and also must have multiple plans if any of those

1,000 moving parts goes sideways. 

When you know how to problem solve and take

care of clients in their most stressful times, they

form a loyalty to you! They will be repeat customers!

But what they will really do, is that they will be

advocates for you and will refer business to YOU!!!

That is how you build a successful business – by

being a Problem Solver!

I

Stories from the Street
By Eric Verdi
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Impact Maryland Real Estate
5300 Westview Drive, 
Suite 101
Frederick, MD 21703
240-815-0890

For Inquiries & Referrals

Please contact

Tori.Impact@gmail.com

or Call/Text: 301-473-3420
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